Give Them What They Want: Articles on Demand as a Subscription Alternative by Baich, Tina
Give Them What They Want: 











































Create collections and document delivery 
options that increase the resources available 
and do so in more cost effective ways.
Develop research level special collections with 
a focus on philanthropy and artist books.
Resource sharing roots




Increase use of article purchase on demand 
when more economical than subscriptions
Why a pay per article service?
Need to cut science subscriptions
Want to maintain access to content
How did we evaluate 
economy of subscriptions?
Subscription cost per use
Subscription cost ÷ number of uses
Article purchase cost
Number of uses x $30
Subscription cost v. Article purchase cost














Why Get It Now?
Single interface and authentication for 
multiple publishers
Established relationship through use of 
mediated Get It Now
Developing the pilot
Developing the pilot
• Authentication required intervention









Usage during the pilot
Stats during the pilot
99 successful purchases
54 unique users
$29.38 average cost per article
2:17 average delivery time
























































delivered in a timely
manner.
useful to my research
and/or teaching.
worth the average
per article cost of
$29.38.
Strongly agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly disagree










If this service had not been available, I 









I will use the Articles on 
Demand service in the future.
The cost per article seems to 
be high.
It is a good service, but a little 
pricey. Not much different than 
buying directly from the publishers.
…While it seems expensive to 
pay $30 per article, this fee may 
be very small compared to the 
cost of an annual subscription or 
the cost of ILL.
This service is great!
Please continue it and expand it!
Excellent service



















$28.83 average cost per article
1:55 average delivery time







Future of Articles on Demand
Continue to add titles
Second faculty survey
Graduate students?
The path to success
Planning for success
• Find the right collaborators
• Recruit advocates
• Create project and workflow plans
• Keep constituents informed
Keys to success
• Develop good relationships with 
collaborators
• Be prepared for technical setbacks








• “IUPUI Library” by Tom Haymes is licensed under CC-BY-NC-SA 2.0
• "Arrow" by Steve Snodgrass is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• "I" Wee Sen Goh is licensed under CC BY-NC 2.0
• "Money - Savings" by 401(K) 2012 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
• "Broken Piggy Bank" by 401(K) 2012 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
• "in the stacks" by Anna Creech is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
• "Money" by 401(K) 2012 is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
• "applause- FAME" by 42andpointless is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• "Poker (01-14)" by sonja Pieper is licensed under CC BY-SA 2.0
• "future again 01" by MTSOfan is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
• "Education" by GotCredit is licensed under CC BY 2.0
• "Communication" by elycefeliz is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 2.0
• "Collaboration" by Venessa Miemis is licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 2.0
